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A little history of Nibiru
Astronomer Percival Lowell coined the name: “Planet X” in the 
search for the unexplained orbital perturbations of Neptune and 
Uranus toward Orion.  He died in 1916 before the so called 
“tenth planet” was found by NASA in the early eighties.  A 
public announcement by NASA of the discovery of the Tenth 
planet appeared in the Washington Post December, 1983. 
Shortly after that, however, government pressure forced a public 
retraction.

There are several names for Planet X:  Wormwood (Bible), 
Hercolubus (Incas’) and Nibiru by the Sumerians.  The latter 
seems to be the common name these days, so let's use that name 
from now on.  

Certainly, once the Truth of Nibiru's existence, and more 
importantly, it's presence in the inner solar system, finally takes 
up residence in one's consciousness, the big question is:   “When 
is it going to pass?”.   The year 2012 is used extensively these 
days for all kinds of concepts, misinformation and even fantasy, 
so I'd like to get that out of the way first.

The origin of the modern popular concept of 2012 is a direct 
result of the discovery of the Mayan Calendar.  Carved in stone, 
it was discovered in the ancient Mayan city of Coba in the 
Mexican jungle in 1891.  Unfortunately, the archaeologists who 
found the Stone itself face down in the wet jungle mud, exposed 
the rock to air resulting in the fine details of the carving being 
destroyed forever.  However, this is not before they did a rubbing 
of the Stela face, which survives today.  This is one of the 
documents by which the December 20st 2012 date was 
calculated.   The number sequence of the Mayan Calendar is 
hidden in the jungle floor as it remains a mystery as to exactly 
how the numbers worked according to the Mayan mind.  The 
scientists who did the original calculation and came up with the 
December 20, 2012 date, made a “start point” error,  So, the 
result is, that the year 2012 has nothing to do with the passing of 
Nibiru.  It is sooner.  A man by the name of Ian Lungold, who 
made a long detailed study of the Mayan Calander was very 
clear that the “end date” was October 28th 2011.  Still, the 
Mayan's did record it's passing and know of the event intimately. 
The mandate here in this series of newsletters does not involve a 
study of the Mayan Philosophy, 
however.  Below is the Mayan 
carving depicting Nibiru: 
This image of a Mayan stone 
carving depicting Nibiru as it 
appears in the sky in the last 
weeks.  The head is corpus 
Nibiru and the two arms represent 
the two tails of Nibiru.
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                        Mayan Image #1

The fact is, that Nibiru orbits 
between 2 binary stars:  Our 
Sun and it's dead twin 111 
billion kilometers away.  It 
takes  approx imately 3,656 
years to complete it's swing 
orbit between the two foci. 
The image below is from: 
The New Science and 
Invention Encyclopedia.  The 
information in this illustration
was openly discussed by 
Astronomer magazines in 
1982 -83, until the previously 
mentioned clampdown came 
into effect.

Notice in the drawing that 
Nibiru is referred to as: 
“Tenth planet” thus:  Planet 
X, also notice The “Dead 
Star” which is our Sun's 
binary twin.   So, clearly, 

NASA knows full well about the presence of Nibiru.  Now, it's 
on our doorstep.

The next thing to understand may be difficult for some, not
because of complexity, but because of the fantastic nature of the 
information.  When Nibiru entered our solar system, as it did in 
2003, due to the highly magnetic nature of Nibiru, a kind of 
magnetic “cup” is created stopping Earth in it's orbit.  Excellent 
Zeta explanation here.   Obviously the big question in most 
people's mind is:  “how it that possible, we still have seasons?” 
For now, let me just say that Earth is caught in a “back eddy” of 
very powerful particle flows and the seasons are simulated.  In 
the Planet X NewsLetter – Issue #3, I will explain in detail.

It is not generally known that Nibiru approaches our Solar 
system directly at our Sun, dances around it due to a heretofore 
unknown planetary force called:  repulsion force, and carries on 
outward once it escapes very heavy inbound particle flows on the 
Ecliptic.  This is where it is right now.   Below, the image gives a 
clarity to the route of Nibiru: 

Since Nibiru is always in the Sun's glare, it explains why ancient 
civilizations show it near the sun in their renderings as well, be it 
cave drawings or stone carvings.  (please refer to: Mayan Image 
#1, notice the Sun depicted below the head and arms of the  
Nibiru icon).

Every ancient culture has a winged icon similar the images (next 
page): Egyptian Winged Disk symbols of Nibiru.....
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The deeper we get into the 
revelations of Nibiru, the more 
careful I want to be to not throw 
the reader off due to the fantastic nature of the Truth of Nibiru. 
These Truths involve challenging accepted beliefs about World 
history, that few can accept.  Amateur astronomers who are 
impatient for me to explain how a brown dwarf star can meander 
through the inner solar system and not cause amazing havoc, will 
have to wait until later NewsLetter issues, as there is an 
explanation

Crop Circles and Nibiru
There are many interpretations of crop circles , but practically 
every Zeta analysis given, relates essentially to the dynamics of 
Nibiru's effect on our Earth and solar system.  If you spend the 
time to study the formations, the circumstances, the timing of 
their creation and where they are placed, what the Zeta's say 
makes a lot more sense than what human experts are saying. 
These crops  are laid down with no breakage to the stocks, some 
the size of many football stadiums put together.  In my opinion, 
this kind of effort cannot be done by humans.  When you read 
accounts of hoaxed crop circles, the investigators indicate that 
the crop stocks are broken, and of course the designs are either 
crude and their designs have no deep qualities of purpose.  The 
sheer complexity and widespread appearance of crop circles 
around the world are just so beyond even the most sophisticated 
human technology.   For example: There are no footprints or 
ground disturbances on the site when they are first discovered. 
Also, the now famous snow circle proved beyond any doubt that 

they can't be done by humans: 
Zeta analysis here.  The 
creators of the crop circles are 
explaining to those who 
bother to look, that Nibiru is 
about to pass and here are the 
dynamics.  The language, 
according to the Zeta's is not 
brain language, it's 
subconscious language: 
Universal symbols, as it were.

The image to the left is a 
recreation of the 2004 Milk
 Hill Crop Circle.  It has the 
Winged Disk style, common
across the ages as a Depiction 
of Nibiru.

                                                           New Earth axis 

UFO's and Nibiru
The subject of UFO sightings is so large, but I wanted to touch 
on it briefly as it is almost one and the same with the topic of 
crop circles.  The Zeta's that provide the information and support 
for Zetatalk.com are, well, aliens and do operate extremely high 
tech devices, let alone Space traveling vehicles.  The 
Zeta's have said many times that there are over 1,000 different 
species of Aliens here, in and around Earth to help with It's 
transformation, and there is one particular race involved in the 
creation of crop circles.  Just imagine an excess of  50,000 years 
of continuous sociological and technological development and 
there you have it:  very sophisticated beings, devices and 
knowledge:  the Zeta's.

It is a fact that UFO's are here to warn us of the massive 
flooding that is due to the lowlands and coastal cities of the 
world.  When you look at the number of sightings in low lying 
areas of the world, it's proof for what the Zeta's say about the 
reason for their visit to these areas:  It is to warn the population 
(telepathically) of the eventual devastating floods coming their 
way due to the continental adjustments from a pole shift.  You 
can check the prolific sightings out for yourself, from 1860 to 
2009 here.

So, if you live in a river valley, or a flatland near the ocean, you 
are at risk.  The beings that operate the UFO crafts also do many 
other beneficial acts to help humanity, but this series of 
newsletters isn't going to cover that.

Earth Wobble
Earth Wobble is the cause of our current Weather, ocean tide and 
wave anomalies.  The Earth has been wobbling for years, and 
this is the explanation, but first, a little background information: 
Earth magma is magnetic.  When magma is solidified by cooling 
escape to air or ocean water, prior to solidification, the molecules 
align to the current North and South poles of Earth.  This creates 
a magnet.  The Mid-Atlantic Rift or Ridge is a very large iron-
heavy magnetized underwater mountain range that extends from 
Iceland right to the Antarctic Ocean floor. 

The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is 
Earth's “3rd magnet” 
interacting with Nibiru as the 
cause of Earth Wobble.  The 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge has been 
formed by eons of magma 
release onto the Atlantic floor 
due to plate techtonics from 
previous pole shift activity. 

When Earth wobbles, the air mass mainly stays in place with the 
Earth moving underneath.  This is why different parts of the 
hemispheres have had unexpected weather events.  These 
weather events are now practically in the news every day now, as 
weather records being broken around the world.
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Earth wobble will eventually become Earth Tip, which will be 
experienced as 3 days of darkness and a few weeks again later on 
as 6 days of sunrise west then 5.9 days of rotation stoppage 
(when the Earth stands still).  This is the point which the North 
Atlantic rift will “lock on” to Nibiru as the final wobble act in a 
week of rotation stoppage.

The Above image is a simple diagram indicating the cycle of 
push and return of the magnetic poles of the Earth in response to 
it's daily revolutions.  The diagram doesn't show the Sun and 
Nibiru to the West, but as the Atlantic Rift comes around each 
day to face the Sun, we have the daily wobble.  As some readers 
have experienced putting two identical polarities of a magnet 
together and what it feels like as they resist and push apart in our 
hands, so the Earth experiences this push “over” every day at 
0:00 UTC.  Here we see the wobble caught in action from a 
weather satellite:  please note:  know that the time frame is 
speeded up in this moving image and that a detailed explanation 
is required to totally understand the composite image.  It's 
purpose here is just to show real footage of Earth Wobble.

Recent Earth Change Events
The recent earthquake in chile has moved the continent of South 
America a few centimeters Westward.  Movement is expected in 
a big earthquake like Chile, however, the direction of movement 
supports the compression of the Pacific Ocean as per the Zeta's 
saying for many years.  Also, as noted by NASA,  this Quake has 
shifted Earth axis by 3 inches and shortened our days.  Of 
course, this is a cover for the magnetic push of Nibiru against the 
Mid North Atlantic Rift as described above:  The Daily wobble. 
NASA will never publicly admit the presence of Nibiru, but they 
can't avoid having to comment on something so obvious as the 
arth's axis shifting, hence, this cover.

The composite picture (top of the next column) is of actual 
photos taken from a variety of published images from the 
“stereo” satellites:  Ahead and Behind.  As the names indicate,
one satellite observatory orbits on the same plane as Earth 
“behind” Earth and the other “ahead” of Earth offering a stereo 
image of the Sun.  You can clearly see stray moons (verified by 
the Zeta's here) from the Nibiru complex.   The moons extend up

 to 5 million miles from the corpus of Nibiru as two trailing 
tails.  These are stray moons from the tail of Nibiru.

                          Progress of Nibiru
Currently,  Nibiru  is  pushing  it's  way  through  heavy  particle 
flows at the ecliptic about halfway between The Sun and Earth. 
The  forces  are  many  that  maintain  the  movement  of  Nibiru 
through our solar system and not collide with the various inner 
planets.  Repulsion  and  centrifugal  forces,  momentum, 
gravitational and magnetic attraction plus others.  Many of these 
particle flows emit from the poles of a planet and re-enter at the 
“waist”.  It is this waist/ecliptic flow of inward bound particles 
to the Sun that Nibiru is plowing through now.  Once Nibiru has 
pierced the ecliptic, it then begins to be pushed out of the solar 
system, past Earth,  by gravity particles  from  the Sun.  At this 
point, it picks up speed and shoots out into space at a 32 ° angle 
only to return again a few years later, but on the other side of the 
Sun and finally begins it's long journey back to our twin Sun.

The interaction between Nibiru and Earth at the point of passage 
goes  approximately  like  this:   As  Nibiru  fights  through  the 
Ecliptic it does a second 270° roll.  This is a natural magnetic 
interaction between two magnets:  Nibiru and Earth.  Recently, 
Nibiru has had it's South pole pointed at the Sun, this is why the 
Sun has had unusual quietude during a predicted apex of sunspot 
activity.  Slowly, as Nibiru turns it's North pole toward Earth, our 
Earth  responds  by leaning it's  North  pole  away at  first,  from 
Nibiru.  We are now sometime before that point, even though, we 
do  have  a  little  lean  now.   Soon  after  that,  as  the  270°  roll 
continues, both planets align their North poles resulting in Earth 
snapping back to an unnatural upright position to match that of 
Nibiru:  Two magnets in space with their North poles aligned and 
upright.   Nibiru is moving faster now and it  probably will  be 
visible in the sky with naked eye (Earth is not rotating and only 
the sunside inhabitants actually see Nibiru).  At this point, Earth 
is pulled out of it's orbital position and moves towards Nibiru, 
within 14 million miles and appears large in the sky about the 
size of our Moon.  It is then we have the last days.
Next issue I'll  cover what  to  protect  yourself  from and begin 
survival tips.

Chris Thomas 
Wakefield

This NewsLetter would not be possible were it not for the 
work of  Nancy Lieder,  Zetatalk.com and my contactee 
experience in 2007.
I  currently  live  in  Victoria,  B.C.  and  operate  2  small 
businesses plus sing a capella in my spare time.  In this 
picture you see me holding a pitch pipe on one of our 
singing walks along Dallas Road.
Feedback and questions are always welcome.

March 10th 2010.
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